The Secretary-General of the United Nations, acting in his capacity as depositary and with reference to depositary notification C.N.14.1995.TREATIES-1 of 5 April 1995 transmitting the text in English, French and Russian of the amendments proposed to annexes 1, 4 and 6 of the Convention, communicates the following:

The Secretary-General has received the following objections from the Contracting Parties indicated hereinafter:

CZECH REPUBLIC

Received on 1 May 1995
(Original: English)

"[The Czech Republic] has the honour to submit an objection to Item (b) of the Status of Amendments to the TIR Convention, 1975, concerning Amendment to Annex 6, Explanatory Note 0.8.3, which was adopted by the Administrative Committee for the TIR Convention, 1975, at its Seventeenth Session held at Geneva from 20 to 21 October 1994.

The responsible authority of the Czech Republic is of the opinion that the transport of small quantities of alcohol and tobacco products under cover of normal TIR Carnet, as stipulated in Item (b) of the above-mentioned Amendments to the TIR Convention, 1975, represents a raised risk of possible misusing and it leads, subsequently, to the goods to escape customs supervision and the customs debt (no-payment of duties and taxes) to incur."

Attention: Treaty Services of Ministries of Foreign Affairs and of international organizations concerned
... the Romanian customs administration considers that amendment 17 to the TIR Convention, 1975, which came into force on 1 October 1994, is sufficient, and that it is therefore raising an objection within the meaning of article 60 of the TIR Convention to amendment 18 proposed by the Administrative Committee for the TIR Convention (TRANS/WP.30/AC.2/35, annex 3) to annex 6, explanatory note 0.8.3 to the TIR Convention, 1975, which is intended to amend and supplement amendment 17.

None of the Contracting Parties to the above Convention having expressed an objection by 1 May 1995 to the amendments to Annexes 1 and 4, and less than one-fifth of the Contracting Parties having informed the Secretary-General that they reject the amendments to annex 6 by 1 May 1995, the amendments in question, in accordance with the decision of the Administrative Committee, taken at its seventeenth session held in Geneva on 20 and 21 October 1994, entered into force on 1 August 1995.

11 August 1995
143 MEMBER STATES plus 6 NON-MEMBERS

IGLISH AND SPANISH

GHANISTAN       ETHIOPIA       MICRONESIA       SRI LANKA
GOLA            FIJI            MONGOLIA        SUDAN
TIGUA AND BARBUDA FINLAND        MOZAMBIQUE     SURINAME
MENIA            GAMBIA         MYANMAR         SWAZILAND
STRALIA          GEORGIA        NAMIBIA         SWEDEN
STRIA            GERMANY        NEPAL           SYRIAN ARAB REPUBLIC
ERBAIJAN         GHANA          NETHERLANDS    TAJIKISTAN
HAMAS            GREECE         NIGERIA         THAILAND
HRAIN            GRENADA        NORWAY          THE FORMER YUGOSLAV
NGLADESH         GUATEMALA      OMAN            REPUBLIC OF MACEDONIA
RBADOS           GUYANA         PAKISTAN        TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO
LARUS            HONDURAS       PALAU           TURKEY
LIZE             HUNGARY        PANAMA          TURKMENISTAN
UTAN             ICELAND        PAPUA NEW GUINEA UGANDA
LIVIA            INDIA          PERU            UKRAINE
SNIA AND         INDONESIA      PHILIPPINES     UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
HERZEGOVINA      IRAQ            POLAND          UNITED KINGDOM
TSWANA           IRELAND         PORTUGAL        UNITED REPUBLIC
AZIL             ISRAEL          PORTUGAL        OF TANZANIA
UNEI DARUSSALAM  JAMAICA         QATAR           UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
LGRARISA         JAPAN           REPUBLIC OF KOREA URUGUAY
NADA             JORDAN          REPUBLIC OF MOLDOVA UZBEKISTAN
ILE              KAZAKSTAN      RUSSIAN FEDERATION VANUATU
INA              KENYA           SAINT KITTS AND VENEZUELA
LOMBIA           KUWAIT          VATICAN         YEMEN
STA RICA         KYRGYZSTAN     REPUBLIC OF MOLDOVA YUGOSLAVIA
OSTIA            LATVIA          REPUBLIC OF MOLDOVA
BA               LESOTHO         SAINT LUCIA      ZAMBIABE
PRUS             LIBERIA         SAINT VINCENT AND ZIMBABWE
ECH REPUBLIC     LIBYAN ARAB JAMAHIRIYA THE GRENADINES
MOCRATIC PEOPLE’S LIECHTENSTEIN SIERRA LEONE
REPUBLIC OF KOREA LITHUANIA        SINGAPORE
NMARK            LIECHTENSTEIN SLOVAKIA        SINGAPORE
MINICA           LIBERIA         SLOVENIA         SOLOMON ISLANDS
MINICAN REPUBLIC LIBYAN ARAB JAMAHIRIYA SOMALIA        SOUTH AFRICA
UDADOR           GOLDEN STATE SRI LANKA        SPAIN
XPT              MALAYSIA        SAUDI ARABIA    TUVALU
, SALVADOR       MALDIVES        SAUDI ARABIA    TONGA
ITREA            MALTA           SEYCHELLES      COOK ISLANDS
TONIA            MARSHALL ISLANDS SINGAPORE       KIRIBATI
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- The Chief, Distribution Section, Publishing Division, DCS, Room NL-316 (65 copies, English and French, for distribution to the Information Centres)
- The Senior Legal Officer, Palais des Nations, Geneva, SWITZERLAND
- The Law Librarian, UNCITRAL, Vienna International Centre, P.O. Box 500, A-1400 Vienna, AUSTRIA
- Monsieur le Greffier de la Cour internationale de Justice, Palais de la Paix, 2517 KJ La Haye, NETHERLANDS
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- Professor Igor I. Kavass, Legal Information Center, School of Law, Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tennessee 37240
- Marilou M. Righini, International Legal Materials, American Society of International Law, 2223 Massachusetts Avenue, Washington, D.C. 20008-2864
- UN/SA Collection, Office B.127, United Nations Office, Geneva, SWITZERLAND